A
REINVENTED

ICON

THE NEW CORVETTE STINGRAY
LAUNCH EDITION

TAKING A LEGEND TO THE NEXT LEVEL:
THE NEW CORVETTE STINGRAY CONVERTIBLE

BUILT FOR THRILLS:
THE NEW CORVETTE STINGRAY COUPE

The new Corvette Stingray is much more than just a car, and more than just the next generation of a legend. It is the Corvette reinvented – completely
reworked, crammed with impressive technology, and redesigned to the most exacting of standards. Now in its eighth generation, the Stingray remains true
to its mission: delivering uncompromising power, electrifying speed, and unbridled driving pleasure. Not only do all new Corvettes boast a mid-engine V8
that delivers peerless performance, the Convertible also features another first: a retractable hardtop that increases convenience and further enhances
the open-top feel.

Now more than ever, the engine is the heart of the Corvette Stingray. Situated right behind the driver, its 6.2l V8* offers irresistible brawn. Power,
performance, pulse-quickening design: the new Stingray takes this sports car legend to new levels, yet remains true to the style and spirit that set all
seven previous generations apart, to the unique charisma that has made the Corvette an icon among sports cars. Experience this special blend of heritage
and innovation for yourself. And discover what it’s like to drive a statement.
* Euro 6d. EC type approval and certificates of conformity are not yet available (status February 2021). Technical data, fuel consumption, CO2 emission figures and efficiency class will be communicated at launch.

A REVOLUTION ON THE ROAD
Thanks to a new mid-engine layout that improves weight distribution, the Corvette Stingray now gives you better
roadholding than ever. What’s more, the design is driver-focused throughout. Every aspect of this reinvented icon was
developed with driving enjoyment in mind, from the high-end interior with its first-class materials to high-tech features
such as the Rear Camera Mirror and a Performance Data Recorder that allows you to analyze your trips.

MID-ENGINE MASTERPIECE
When reinventing a sports car as iconic as the Corvette, enhanced performance is, of course, a must. That’s why the Corvette Stingray now features a
performance-oriented mid-engine layout that helps it make even more of a statement. Located between the seats and the luggage compartment, the
engine is the soul of the new Corvette Stingray, delivering exhilarating power and incredible responsiveness. The aerodynamic lines, meanwhile, are the
perfect expression of that breathtaking performance.

A REVOLUTION IN SPECIFICATION
Be one of the first to experience the Corvette Stingray Launch Edition, which comes packed with exciting features that embody the legendary Corvette spirit.
8-speed dual clutch transmission
Driver Mode Selector
Aluminum wheels: front 19 X 8.5 J; rear 20 X 11.0 J
Carbon Flash exterior finishes
Dual-zone electronic climate control
Leather-wrapped flat-bottom steering wheel
Power tilt/telescoping steering wheel
Heated steering wheel
Heated and vented front seats
8-way power adjustment front seats
Power lumbar and bolster adjustment front seats
Memory package
Outside mirrors: heated, power-adjustable, power-folding,
electrochromatic, and with turn signal indicators

UNINTERRUPTED DRIVING ENJOYMENT:
THE OPTIONAL FRONT LIFT SYSTEM

Rear Camera Mirror
Front parking camera with Curb View and rear parking camera
Ultrasonic rear parking assist
Side Blind Zone Alert
Rear Cross Traffic Alert
Cruise Control
Head-Up Display
Performance Data Recorder*
12” color driver information center
Chevrolet Infotainment 3 with navigation system
and 8” color touch-screen
Bose Performance Series 14-speaker audio system
Wireless mobile phone charging

PERFORMANCE BOOST AS STANDARD: THE Z51 PACKAGE
Standard on every European model, the Z51 Performance Package enables your Corvette Stingray to deliver even bigger thrills, be it on track days or
Sunday tours.
Z51 performance Brembo® brakes
Z51 performance suspension
Performance exhaust
Performance rear axle ratio
Electronic Limited Slip Differential (eLSD)

Z51-specific front splitter and rear spoiler
Heavy-duty cooling system
	Michelin® Pilot® Sport 4S 245/35ZR19 front and 305/30ZR20 rear,
high performance, run-flat, summer-only tires

* The driver has to ensure compliance with privacy law and other applicable laws when using the PDR System. Such laws may in particular restrict or exclude the use of the PDR-System on public streets.

The Corvette has always been one of the most usable supercars around. And with the optional Front Lift system, it now also
takes steep ramps and driveways in its stride. At speeds of up to 35 km/h, Front Lift raises the car’s nose by around 50 mm in
less than 3 seconds, allowing you to take low obstacles in your stride and stay focused on the road.

CHOOSE THE STINGRAY COUPÉ FOR YOU
Right from the start, the eighth generation of the Corvette will be launched with 8 Launch Editions each for the coupe and the convertible. In addition to
the extensive standard equipment of the European Corvette, the Launch Edition includes unique features such as the performance suspension with the
Magnetic Ride Control damping system and the Competition seats.

The Launch Edition further features Carbon Flash accents on wheels, spoilers and exterior mirrors, carbon fiber elements in the interior and the 3LT
interior trim with premium materials such as Napa leather and suede microfiber on the seats and steering wheel.

EXTERIOR: Arctic White
INTERIOR: Jet Black
SEAT BELTS: Black
BRAKE CALIPERS: Black
LEATHER STITCHING: -

EXTERIOR: Black
INTERIOR: Jet Black
SEAT BELTS: Torch Red
BRAKE CALIPERS: Bright Red
LEATHER STITCHING: Adrenaline Red*

EXTERIOR: Torch Red
INTERIOR: Adrenaline Red
SEAT BELTS: Torch Red
BRAKE CALIPERS: Bright Red
LEATHER STITCHING: -

EXTERIOR: Shadow Gray Metallic**
INTERIOR: Natural
SEAT BELTS: Tan
BRAKE CALIPERS: Edge Red
LEATHER STITCHING: -

EXTERIOR: Rapid Blue
INTERIOR: Jet Black
SEAT BELTS: Tension Blue
BRAKE CALIPERS: Yellow
LEATHER STITCHING: -

EXTERIOR: Elkhart Lake Blue Metallic
INTERIOR: Adrenaline Red
SEAT BELTS: Black
BRAKE CALIPERS: Bright Red
LEATHER STITCHING: -

EXTERIOR: Accelerate Yellow Metallic
INTERIOR: Jet Black
SEAT BELTS: Yellow
BRAKE CALIPERS: Yellow
LEATHER STITCHING: Yellow*

EXTERIOR: Ceramic Matrix Gray Metallic
INTERIOR: Jet Black
SEAT BELTS: Yellow
BRAKE CALIPERS: Yellow
LEATHER STITCHING: Yellow*

* Not available for UK market
** MY21 exterior colors shown. MY22 exterior colors may differ and will be communicated at a later stage.

CHOOSE THE STINGRAY CONVERTIBLE FOR YOU
Supercar-worthy craftsmanship, materials, and attention to detail set the Stingray cabin apart, with Napa leather seats, a microfiber velour steering
wheel, and carbon fiber trim all fitted as standard. Your dream Corvette awaits.

EXTERIOR: Torch Red
INTERIOR: Jet Black
SEAT BELTS: Black
BRAKE CALIPERS: Black

EXTERIOR: Arctic White
INTERIOR: Sky Cool Gray (two-tone)
SEAT BELTS: Black
BRAKE CALIPERS: Edge Red

EXTERIOR: Flare Silver Metallic
INTERIOR: Adrenaline Red (two-tone)
SEAT BELTS: Black
BRAKE CALIPERS: Bright Red

EXTERIOR: Zeus Bronze Metallic*
INTERIOR: Natural (two-tone)
SEAT BELTS: Black
BRAKE CALIPERS: Black

EXTERIOR: Rapid Blue
INTERIOR: Sky Cool Gray
SEAT BELTS: Tension Blue
BRAKE CALIPERS: Black

EXTERIOR: Elkhart Lake Blue Metallic
INTERIOR: Natural
SEAT BELTS: Tan
BRAKE CALIPERS: Black

EXTERIOR: Tactical Red Tintcoat
INTERIOR: Sky Cool Gray (two-tone)
SEAT BELTS: Black
BRAKE CALIPERS: Edge Red

EXTERIOR: Sebring Orange Tintcoat*
INTERIOR: Jet Black
SEAT BELTS: Orange
BRAKE CALIPERS: Black

* MY21 exterior colors shown. MY22 exterior colors may differ and will be communicated at a later stage.
The information contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of going to press (February 2021). Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles can vary from one market to another and may change without prior notice. The vehicles shown in this
brochure are for illustration purposes only. European specifications may vary. Some illustrations feature equipment that is not included in every model. The colors printed in the brochure only approximate actual colors. This material shall not be reprinted, in whole or in part, without
the express written permission of General Motors. We reserve the right to make changes at any time, without notice, to prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications, models and availability.
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